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aspects. Therefore this analysis also helps considering with
more differentiation what has previously been vague.
The odd pages feature the 49 coloured word meanings of
those partaking in the colours-and-signs experiment. These
were put in a chromatic order. Subsequently every single
colour drawing and with it the entire colour field was analysed
and translated into RAL colour values. This resulted in a
quantity analysis of hues, which is weighted in the pie chart
according to their percentage. The bar chart below presents
an analytic-chromatic experience, which was translated into
the adjacent RAL values. Consequently, verification of colour
values independent of the print is ensured.

The merely semantic interpretation required a semiotic
addition in order to achieve a well rounded overall picture.
The four drawings each presented with their grey-scale values
convey prototypical impressions of the conclusively presented
design characteristics of a term.
The "thumbprint" of the respective colour term, which has
some kind of compass function for the reader when browsing
through the book, is located on the right side of odd pages.
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